
BALLISTIC VESTS

CZ 4M VIP
BALLISTIC VEST FOR DISCREET WEAR

- the outer material  reduces the adhesion of the outer garment  

  and is noiseless

- special Velcro zippers are gentle on clothing

- elastic parts of the vest are made of neoprene, which is UV

  resistant, durable and offers good flexibility.

- the vest is designed so that it does not create undesirable    

folds and is not visible in any position when worn

- Optionally, the CZ 4M VIP can be fitted with an Outlast®    

inner layer provides thermal regulation to special layer

  of aluminum nanofibers

- vest is equipped with a special pocket in front to add a    

ballistic panel against rifle ammunition up to Level IV NIJ
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Versatile covert vest providing excellent body coverage, can be 
worn either under the clothes or on top of clothes as exterior vest. 
Allows to insert front ballistic plate up to level IV for additional 
protection.
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Discreet ballistic protection for concealed wear. Vest 

CZ 4M VIP is designed for everyday wear in patrol 

service, personal protection or investigating police 

teams.

The outer material of the vest with reduced flamma-

bility reduces the adhesion of the outer garment 

and is noiseless.

Special Velcro zippers are gentle on clothing, and 

elastic parts of the vest are made of neoprene, which 

is UV resistant, durable and offers good flexibility.

The vest is designed to not create undesirable folds 

and is not visible in any position when worn. Optio-

nally, the CZ 4M VIP can be equipped with an 

Outlast® inner layer, which provides heat regulation 

thanks to a special layer of aluminum nanofibers.

The vest is equipped with a special pocket at the 

front to add a ballistic panel against rifle ammuniti-

on up to Level IV NIJ.

1. Optional Outlast material

2. Front panel pocket

3. Neoprene adjusting side parts

Ballistic protection,
fragment and stab resistance Area, weight and type

of ballistic protection Weight of textile Colour Size

S
M
L

XL
XXL

S - 0,24 m2 - 0,81 Kg - TN 350
L - 0,32 m2 - 1,24 Kg - TN 350

XXL - 0,41 m2 - 1,58 Kg - TN 350

S - 024 Kg
L - 0,29 Kg

XXL - 0,34 Kg

Black
White
FDE

NIJ STD 0101.04 or 06 
Level IIA or Level IIIA.
STANAG 2920 with

resistance V50 up to 550m/s
HOSDB KR1/SP1 (E1-24J)


